
Client Situation
The Kypreos Group of Companies is a collection of five highly specialised civil engineering 
businesses. Nace Civil Engineering has been involved in the construction of all major 
motor ways in and around Sydney and throughout New South Wales. State Asphalts 
is a specialised asphalt production company and is responsible for manufacturing and 
selling a wide range of asphalt products. Sydney Road Profiling has road construction 
and maintenance works. It specialises in automated leveling systems such as 3D cutting 
and sonic averaging systems. State Asphalt Services provides complete pavement 
solutions with a focus on high quality precision operations. Kypter is a transport company 
specialising in haulage and earth moving equipment. The company manages a suite of 
equipment and is responsible for their acquisition, maintenance, and usage. 

Kypreos needed to improve project management practices by changing cumbersome 
manual paperwork to automated digital workflow. Their goal was to augment their existing 
business management system without losing critical compliance elements. Damstra’s 
Digital Forms would streamline work in the field and manage data analytics in the office.

Challenge

Prior to implementing Damstra’s 
Digital Forms, Kypreos was facing the 
following challenge:

• Document and Process Integrity 
The need to use mobile devices 
on-site that would let remote 
workers easily continue using 
proven processes and templated 
forms in the existing business 
management system.
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Enterprise Protection Platform (EPP). This comprehensive platform 
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by orchestrating disparate processes and technologies.
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Damstra’s Digital Forms application helped Kypreos:

• Identify anomalies and project cost variances real-time

• Adjust project management decisions with immediate impact before job completion 

• Capture and export data accurately with the use of tablets and smartphones

• Sustain their best practice’s processes within existing business management systems

• Support their commitment to safety, quality and environmental requirements 

Outcomes

Since implementing Digital Forms, Kypreos improved consistency and timeliness of vital document utilisation.

DOCUMENT UTILISATION

“The way in which Digital Forms was received by the users has been nothing short of amazing. 
Usually a major change like this takes time and meets resistance. All of our users have 
adapted almost immediately to the system with minimal training required. All of our users 
have commented on its simplicity and how easy it has been to use, and it has been universally 
accepted at all levels. Such a simple easy to use but very powerful tool.” 

— Ruth Peterson, Group Business Systems Manager

Damstra Solution 

Damstra’s Digital Forms 
application supports 
key investment areas 
of any organisation. 
Digital Forms enables 
data capture anywhere, 
anytime. Digital Forms 
are pre-populated with 
the correct information, 
and data management is 
real-time. Modules in the 
platform include:

Paperless safety audits and inspections

• Custom checklists and workflows

• Powerful analytics and reporting

Digital incident and hazard management

• Report actual incidents and near misses

• Conduct investigations

• Potential hazard assessments

• Interactive workforce safety learning
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